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Ideas for Releasing the Pressure 
 

• Notice your internal critic. Any time you speak negatively to yourself replace the 
thought with something positive. For example, “Why am I always late?” becomes 
“I’m a few minutes late—tomorrow I’ll leave earlier.” 
 

• Develop a list of coping statements. For example, “I can do this”; “Things always 
work out.” 
 

• Notice tension in your body and do stretches or exercises to work it out. 
 

• Learn relaxation techniques for both mind and body such as yoga, meditation, 
progressive relaxation, tai chi, deep breathing…  
 

• Use laughter to reduce stress—even if it starts out forced. 
 

When it’s your “to do” list that is causing you stress, try separating it into categories and 
then respond to them accordingly: 
 

• Things that must get done - For those things that must get done but still seem 
insurmountable, break them down into smaller steps. Asking for help when you 
need it is a sign of strength, so delegate wherever you can and then let it go. 
 

• Things that should get done - These are often tasks like “washing the floor” and 
can be overlooked for a day or two. If you have a few that feel like really strong 
shoulds, assign them a priority number and deal with them only when the musts 
are fully looked after. You can also delegate these tasks whenever possible. 
 

• Things that would be nice to get done but are not absolutely necessary - These 
are really bonus tasks and it’s a good idea to remember that. If some of them are 
things you enjoy, put them in as a reward for getting a few items off your must list 
and then do them guilt-free. 
 

• Things that shouldn’t even be on the list - I’m not sure how these items get on 
our lists, but somehow, they manage! Try boldly crossing them off or writing 
beside them “Only when bored and all other tasks are completed.” You could 
also try putting them in an envelope and mailing them (without a stamp) to the 
“Unnecessary Task Force.” Once again, if you enjoy these items, keep them on 
there as rewards and use them for breaks from the more challenging jobs.  
 

When it’s people and situations that are increasing the pressure try a tool like this one:  
 
Create a list of major stressors in your life. Choose a category you feel the most 
stressed with at the moment such as: kids, partner, money, chores, and work. Write 
down what’s stressing you ( i.e. toys left all over the place; fear of losing house, irritating 
colleague).  
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Go through the list and cross off any stressors you can’t change or adapt them to fit 
under your control.  
  
For example, under the “work” category, you might have written irritating colleague. 
He’s causing you a lot of stress, so rather than writing him off as something outside of 
your control, revise it to my reaction to irritating colleague This puts it back under your 
control and will help you come up with workable solutions. 
 
Pick your three biggest stressors, or top one for each category, and develop a plan that 
might help you cope. You might find you need to blend ideas together to really come up 
with a workable solution, so be sure to give yourself a variety of ideas. 
 
i.e. my reaction to irritating colleague  
 
1. Search out three positive qualities to identify in this colleague every week. 
 
2. Take a course on how to work effectively with irritating people. 
 
3. Use him as data for a secret project and begin writing a book titled How Being 
Pleasant to Irritating People Affects Their Behaviour. 
 
When you consciously develop a plan to deal with your stressors it helps you be less 
emotionally reactive and lets you reclaim the personal power you were previously 
wasting on it. 


